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Today we all live with technology, and day by day, we are trying to improve it.
Earlier, when we wanted to start the vehicle that time we used a key. Now new technology is a smart key which we put in our
pocket to start the vehicle.
Today our all vehicle is going to the electric vehicle. My idea is that we use a driving license as a key. We install a card
reader-like ATM in the vehicle. When the vehicle owner inserts our driving license in the card reader, that time card reader
read the lenience and when all data is correct, which is owner feed in the card like registered mobile number and
authorization after that the vehicle is going to start. In this process, the owner adds some driving licenses in our vehicle
registered number by using our mobile, and this mobile software gives to the owner by the manufacturing company, so that
owner of the vehicle decides that this vehicle start from which driving lenience. So any other person can not starts the vehicle
without the permission of that particular owner.
Benefits
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

No other person tries to start this vehicle.
No person under 18-year drives that vehicle.
Only the driving license holder drives the vehicle.
If any vehicle using in crime, police easily track that vehicle.
This key is like an antitheft.
The last RTO locked that vehicle from their office, but he had a strong reason like no tax, sand transport, and any other
criminal activity.
7) We track current vehicle location.
8) It helps to identify the driver in any road accident.
In this way, we get so many benefits from this device.
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